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ABSTRACT
We present further development of a pulsar emission model based on multiple streams
diverging away from the magnetic dipole axis, and forming azimuthally-structured
fan-shaped beams. It is shown that this geometry, successfully tested on profiles with
bifurcated features, naturally solves several classical pulsar problems and avoids some
difficulties of the traditional nested cone/core model. This is best visible for profiles
with several components, such as those of class T, Q and M, because they most clearly
exhibit a range of effects previously interpreted within the conal model. In particular,
with no reference to the flaring boundary of the polar magnetic flux tube, the stream
model explains the apparent radius-to-frequency mapping (RFM), including its re-
duced strength for the inner pair of components. The lag of the central component
(apparent ‘core’) with respect to the centroids of the flanking (‘conal’) components can
also be naturally explained with no reference to emission rings located at disparate
altitudes. The stream model also reveals why the millisecond pulsars, despite their
more strongly flaring magnetic field lines, do not exhibit as strong RFM as the normal
pulsars. The model is then successful in reproducing properties of so disparate objects
as the M-class and millisecond pulsars, including some peculiarities of the latter. With
no hesitation we, therefore, advance the view that pulsars have fan beams generated
by outflowing streams, whereas the nested cone/core beams may well not exist at all.
Key words: pulsars: general – pulsars: individual: B0329+54 – Radiation mecha-
nisms: non-thermal.
1 INTRODUCTION
The first mention of streams we are aware of was that of
Michel (1987). The main observational evidence on which
he based his idea was the sign reversal of circular polarisa-
tion at peaks of components in radio profiles. However, a
detectable sign reversal could also be expected for other ge-
ometries of the beam, eg. the patchy beam (Lyne & Manch-
ester 1988; Manchester 2012) and the conal one (Rankin
1983), especially if the latter is structured as the ‘patchy
conal ring’ in Fig. 1 of Karastergiou & Johnston (2007). A
carefull recent study of the sign reversing circular polarisa-
tion is presented in Gangadhara (2010), Wang et al. (2012),
and Wang et al. (2010). Moreover, Michel’s fan beams were
very elongated (∆θ ∼ 1 rad), and more complicated than
the single-parameter conal beams, which seemed to be so
well designed to match the imposing flaring polar tube. They
were also less attractive, with little inherent symmetry which
could automatically explain the approximate left-right sym-
metry of some pulsar profiles (notably of Q and M class
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in the classification scheme of Rankin 1983). This may be
why Michel’s model was not recognised as a promising way
to interpet radio pulsar profiles and have in principle been
ignored afterwards.
A major development of the stream-based (or fan
beam) model has recently been sparked by the properties
of bifurcated features residing in pulsar profiles (Dyks et
al. 2010a, hereafter DRD10; Dyks & Rudak 2012, hereafter
DR12). DRD10 have shown that double notches (McLaugh-
lin & Rankin 2004; Navarro et al. 1997; Rankin & Rath-
nasree 1997) can be understood in a natural way, if the
elementary emitting unit has the form of an elongated
stream emitting a bifurcated beam. This model required
that both emitting streams and obscuring streams exist in
pulsar magnetosphere. The former ones were immediately
identified as the apparently conal components in the pro-
file of PSR J0437−4715, and the bifurcated precursors in
PSR J1012+5307. The bifurcation of a seemingly ‘conal’
component in PSR J0437−4715, and the fixed (frequency-
independent) location of the ‘conal’ components and notches
have suggested that all these features are produced by
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a cut of sightline through narrow fan beams emitted by
azimuthally-narrow streams.
A change of the peak-to-peak separation between com-
ponents observed at different frequency ν, and the associated
change of pulse profile width, can be interpreted in terms of
the radius-to-frequency mapping (RFM, Komesaroff 1970;
Cordes 1978). According to the RFM model, the low-ν radi-
ation is emitted at a larger radial distance r, measured from
the neutron star centre, than the high-ν radiation. However,
the RFM acronym tends to be simultaneously used for the
observed effect itself, ie. for the ν-dependent displacement of
components. To discern between the observed phenomenon
and the geometrical interpretation, for the former one we
will hereafter use the name apparent RFM. To avoid multi-
ple adjectives, sometimes we will just write ‘RFM’ (in single
quotation marks) in the same sense. Consequently, ‘RFM’
refers to the observed change of components’ separation,
whereas RFM to the geometrical model (spatial association
of ν with r).
The ν-independent separation of ‘conal’ components in
pulsar profiles, ie. the lack of apparent radius-to-frequency
mapping (‘RFM’) may indeed be considered as a direct con-
sequence of the stream-cut geometry: in the limit of an
infinitely narrow stream, any radiation (of arbitrary fre-
quency) can only be observed when the line of sight is in
the plane of the stream. Narrow streams then provide excel-
lent conditions for the lack of the apparent RFM. The profile
of PSR J0437−4715, with its fixed location of components,
bifurcations, and double notches has then been identified
as a clear example of a profile in which the seemingly conal
components are in fact not conal at all – they originate from
the sightline passage through streams which, when viewed
down the dipole axis, resemble a star-shaped pattern, or a
pattern created by blades of an indoor ceiling fan.
Double notches require the obscuring streams or
stream-shaped non-emitting regions within a radially- and
laterally-extended emitter. Since the notches are also ob-
served in normal pulsars (B1929+10, and B0950+08),
DRD10 have concluded that streams must be ubiquitous
among pulsars. Therefore, the need to extend the conal clas-
sification scheme to include the stream-shaped emitters, has
been emphasized (see Fig. 18 in DRD10).
Precessing pulsars provide a direct way to map pul-
sar beams in 2D. However, conal beam models have not
been able to reproduce the observed pulse evolution pre-
cisely (Kramer 1998; Clifton & Weisberg 2008; Lorimer et
al. 2006; Burgay et al. 2005). This has lead to proposals
of several beam shapes (hourglass, Weisberg & Taylor 2002;
horseshoe, Perera et al. 2010) which nevertheless had overall
morphology similar to the conal beam. DRD10 (Sect. 6.3.3
therein) suggested that the problems with the modelling of
precessing beams are caused by the use of conal beams in-
stead of the fan-shaped ones. A fan-shaped beam has explic-
itly been proposed for J1906+0746, based on the stability
of its main pulse shape on a few-years-long timescale.
That prediction of a stream emitter in J1906+0746 has
recently been confirmed by the beam map of Desvignes et
al. (2013), although their geometrical solution is not well
constrained (dipole tilt α with respect to the spin axis is
equal to 81+1
−66 degrees). An azimuthally-limited emitter has
also been deduced by Manchester et al. (2010).
The maps of precessing pulsars have recently been re-
produced in Wang et al. (2014), who analyse statistical dis-
tributions of average profile properties in terms of both conal
and fan models. Their distribution of pulse widths as a func-
tion of impact angle provides further credence for the ubiq-
uity of the fan-shaped geometry of pulsar beams.
A major obstacle for the acceptance of the fan-beam
geometry comes from the multiple-component profiles clas-
sified as T-, Q- and M-type by Rankin (1983; 1993). This
is because they exhibit a wide range of phenomena that
look deceptively conal. In particular, the peak-to-peak sep-
aration between their components increases with decreasing
frequency, and this phenomenon is stronger for the outer-
most pair (eg. Mitra & Rankin 2002). For years this has
been interpreted as the consequence of the fact that in dipo-
lar magnetic field the outer circumpolar field lines are more
strongly flaring away from the dipole axis than the inner
ones.
The conal model was also applied to the lag of the cen-
tral component with respect to centroids of ‘conal’ pairs, as
observed in B0329+54 (Gangadhara & Gupta 2001, here-
after GG01) and other objects (Gupta & Gangadhara 2003,
hereafter GG03). However, the lag had to be interpreted
through a complicated structure of a near-surface emission
region and several emission rings located at disparate alti-
tudes. Altitude-dependent effects of aberration and retar-
dation (AR), differentially deflecting the emission from the
rings, were responsible for the observed delay. The AR effects
with spatial RFM were also able to justify why the magni-
tude of the lag increases for decreasing frequency (GG01;
Dyks et al. 2004).
The conal beam model was also supported by the sta-
tistical distributions of pulse width (and components’ sep-
aration) versus rotation period (Rankin 1990; 1993; Gil et
al. 1993; Kramer et al. 1994). All of them seem to suggest
that widths of pulsar profile (and angular radii of cones)
follow the inverse square root dependence on the rotation
period P . This could imply that the fixed-intensity outer
envelope of pulsar emission and dimensions of cones fol-
low the flaring shape of polar tube. The derived dimensions
of cones could even find a theoretical justification (Wright
2003). However, this does not exclude the possibility of the
azimuthal structure of the beam. Moreover, the axisymmet-
ric beam geometry is involved in some assumptions (eg. de-
termination of α from the width of the central component)
that have been used to obtain these results.
In this paper we apply the implications of the broad-
band emitting streams to normal radio pulsars, especially
those of T, M and Q type, which can probably be considered
as the prototype of conal thinking. We focus mostly on the
frequency evolution of profiles, using the approach of DR12
(Fig. 2 therein), ie. by considering the geometry of fixed-
intensity patterns in the vicinity of the line of sight. Several
results of this paper apply also for the patchy beams of Lyne
& Manchester (1988), since a single fan-shaped subbeam can
be considered as a type of an elongated patch (Fig. 1). We
will also consider circular patches of emission as a zeroth-
order model for more realistic elongated beams. However,
in the case of a fan beam emitted by a stream, the beam’s
elongation is explicitly identified: it is latitudinal and related
to the curvature of B-field lines. In the case of a general
patchy beam, the elongation or geometry of patches is less
constrained. For example, if a patch is elongated mostly in
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Figure 1. Sky-projected geometry of azimuthally-limited emis-
sion beam (thick contour) viewed down the dipole axis (top right
dot). The horizontal line marks the path of the line of sight. Dot-
ted lines present dipolar magnetic field lines. The azimuth φm is
measured counterclockwise from the main meridional plane.
the magnetic azimuth, then the location of components in
a profile is determined by the conal aspects of geometry.
This is the case for the partial cones shown in Fig. 18 of
DRD10 (middle sightline). In the present paper we focus on
the latitudinally-extended patches (fan beams).
The paper is organized as follows. After a short intro-
duction of key parameters of our model (Sect. 2) we show
how the model leads to the apparent RFM effect (Sect. 3).
In Sect. 4 we connect the apparent RFM with the spatial
emissivity distribution in pulsar magnetosphere. The lag of a
central component with respect to a midpoint between outer
components is explained in Sect. 5, followed by Sect. 6 which
discusses possible obscuration effects.
2 MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE STREAM
MODEL
The dipolar magnetic field is assumed in this work. Because
of the divergence of dipolar field lines, the radio-emitting re-
gion, when viewed down the dipole axis ~µ, typically has the
form of a wedge. The region extends over a limited range of
magnetic azimuth φm measured around the dipole axis, as
well as over a limited range of magnetic colatitude θm, which
is the angle between the radial position vector of an emis-
sion point and the dipole axis. In the dipolar field, radiation
from a point at θm propagates at the angle θ ≈ (3/2)θm with
respect to ~µ. Therefore, the associated beam (thick-line con-
tour in Fig. 1) extends over a range of θ that can be directly
translated into θm. The propagation angle θ is marked in
Fig. 1. The beam extends azimuthally over ∆φm – the same
range of φm as the underlying stream. The latitudinal elon-
gation of the wedge-shaped beam in Fig. 1 results from the
2D projection of the curved stream on the sky.
The observer’s sightline probes the beam along the hor-
izontal1 line in Fig. 1 and it crosses the beam at the cut
angle δcut measured between some fixed magnetic azimuth
φm within the beam and the sightline’s path (both of them
projected on the sky). The passage through the wedge beam
lasts for a limited interval of pulse phase φ (pulse longitude).
Fig. 1 shows that the passage through the beam (lasting
over the interval ∆φ) corresponds to a change in angular
distance from the dipole axis ∆θ. Assuming that streams
follow the bent B-field lines, the passage must also be asso-
ciated with a gradual change in detectable radial distance r
from the centre of the star. It is important that the probed
range of angular distances from the dipole axis (∆θ) in-
creases when the beam is cut at a smaller angle δcut. For
orthogonal cuts (δcut ∼ 90
◦), as well as for extremely nar-
row streams, ∆θ ∼ 0.
The cut angle is a crucial parameter in the stream
model. As will be shown below, it is responsible for several
aspects of the longitude-and-frequency-dependent behaviour
established for multiple-component pulsars. In some cases
the cut angle δcut basically mimics the effect of flaring of
polar tube. The cut angle is equal to δcut = 90
◦ − ψPA (see
eq. 6 in DR12), where ψPA is the polarisation position an-
gle measured from the main meridional plane, containing the
dipole and rotation axes. In the flat case with large α ∼ 90◦,
we have δcut = 90
◦ − |φm| (Fig. 1).
We additionally use the standard geometrical pulsar pa-
rameters: the dipole inclination angle α with respect to the
rotation axis ~Ω, the viewing angle ζ between ~Ω and the ob-
server’s line of sight, and the impact angle β = ζ−α. We will
also use the footprint parameter s, which is the transverse
distance from the dipole axis, normalized by the transverse
radius of the open field line region (both measured at the
same radial distance r).
3 ORIGIN OF THE OBSERVED RADIUS-
-TO-FREQUENCY MAPPING
By the ‘observed RFM’ (or apparent RFM, or just ‘RFM’
in single quotation marks) we mean the change of peak-to-
peak separations between components observed at different
frequencies, and the associated change of pulse profile width.
To illustrate its origin within the stream model we will
temporarily assume that the sky-projected pattern of ra-
dio emission at a fixed frequency has a circular shape with
the radio intensity decreasing away from the centre (Fig. 2).
One can imagine a two dimensional (axially-symmetrical)
Gaussian projected on the sky. Emission at a fixed ν is
not constrained to the interior of a circle only. It may be
thought that the circles present, say the 50% intensity level,
with the peak emissivity at the centre of each circle. As-
suming that the spatial RFM exists and magnetic field lines
flare away from the dipole axis, the low-frequency patterns
should be located further away from the axis. This is shown
1 For simplicty we ignore all spherical trigonometry issues that
are not important for the illustration of our arguments.
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Figure 2. The mechanism of the apparent radius-to-frequency mapping. Circles of different size represent fixed-intensity contours at
different frequencies, with the maximum intensity at the their centres. Longitudes of observed peak flux at different ν are marked with
vertical arrows. The equidistant locations of the consecutive ν-contours (same for all beams) represent the same angular spectral gradient
along all four beams. Note the smaller frequency-dependent spread of the inner components (bottom horizontal arrow) compared to the
outer components (top horizontal arrow).
with the sets of solid circles in Fig. 2. The circles that corre-
spond to lower frequencies become larger because the emit-
ting stream/wedge becomes wider at larger distance from
the dipole axis.2 Since the intensity at a fixed frequency is
monotonously decreasing with the distance from the centre
of each circular contour, a component’s peak will be ob-
served when the line of sight is closest to the centre of a
circle corresponding to a given frequency. These phases are
marked with vertical arrows, which show clear change of
peak location with frequency.
An equivalent description is to say that the emitted
spectrum changes along the stream, and, during the pas-
sage through the stream, the line of sight samples differ-
ent spectra. However, if the angular variations of a locally-
emitted spectrum are ignored, the interpretive capabilities of
the model are seriously hampered. Therefore, we introduce
the ‘angular spectral gradient’ which provides a measure of
how strongly the spectrum changes with angular separation
on the sky. For example, the θ-component of the gradient
can be defined as d〈ν〉/dθ, where 〈ν(φm, θ)〉 is the average
frequency emitted in direction (φm, θ), weighed by the spec-
tral distribution of intensity. Unless otherwise specified, the
term ‘angular spectral gradient’ will hereafter refer to the
change of spectrum with θ (at a fixed φm). It will also be
called the ‘θ spectral gradient’.3 Below we will also use other
types of spectral gradients, eg. the radial (spatial) one. We
2 The diameter of the low-ν patterns can also be additionally en-
larged by the increasing size of microphysical beams (elementary
beams of the emitted radiation, see DR12).
3 The ν-dependent intensity can change also in φm direction
(Fig. 3) so the gradient is two-dimensional. For brevity, however,
we will use the name ‘gradient’ instead of the ‘θ-component of
the gradient’.
will also refer to the angular scale of spectral change in di-
rection θ. This θ spectral scale is proportional to dθpk/dν,
where θpk(ν) is the colatitude of the centre of a pattern at
the frequency ν. In Fig. 2, this scale is visualised as the
separation of the circular contours corresponding to differ-
ent frequencies. It is worth to emphasize that the same-size
contours on different streams in Fig. 2 do not necessarily
need to represent the same ν. Their size increases just to
represent the widening of the emission region with θ.
When the line of sight cuts through a few streams with
similar angular spectral gradient, the inner components ex-
hibit weaker ‘RFM’ (Fig. 2). This is because the beams of
inner streams are cut more orthogonally, and a given an-
gular displacement of the fixed-ν patterns, translates to a
smaller shift in pulse longitude. This is marked in Fig. 2
with two horizontal arrows. Note that the θ-separations of
the fixed-ν patterns are the same for all streams in Fig. 2
just to illustrate how a given angular spectral gradient trans-
fers onto the strength of the observed ‘RFM’. In real pulsars
the angular spectral gradient may depend on θ and may be
different for streams with different s. However, it may also
be different for streams which differ in φm only, because the
acceleration strength can vary with the distance from the
main meridian (MM), which contains both the rotation axis
and dipole axis (eg. Arons & Scharlemann 1979). As we dis-
cuss in Sect. 4 the spatial RFM illustrated by the circles in
Fig. 2 is likely caused by both the radial and transverse drop
of density in the emitting streams.
An immediate consequence of the stream geometry is
the expectation of weak (or nonexistent) ‘RFM’ in three
cases: 1) When the spectral properties of the locally-emitted
radiation do not change within the observable part of the
stream. For example, all points within the beam may emit
a spectrum with the same shape but different normalisa-
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Figure 3. Sky-projected emission from three streams with the same φm but different angular spectral structure. Fixed-intensity contours
at two frequencies (ν1 and ν2) are shown for each beam, with two levels of intensity marked for each ν. One frequency is marked with
the grey contours, the second – with the solid line contours. The beams become more broadband from left to right, as marked by the
increasingly overlapping contours of different ν. The levels of larger intensity (inner contours) were selected to expose the location of peak
flux of observed pulse components, ie. they are tangent to the path of the line of sight (the solid horizontal). The marked phase intervals
present the dislocations of components which correspond to the fixed frequency interval ν1 − ν2. a) The circular fixed-ν contours, which
are useful to expose the role of δcut. b) More realistic, θ-extended contours for a moderately narrow-band emission. c) A broad-band
beam expected for MSPs and pulsars with no apparent RFM. In c), the apparent RFM is additionally decreased by the narrowness of
the beam.
tion. A case with weak spectral changes in the θ direction is
shown in Fig. 5. 2) When the streams/beams are extremely
narrow and emit the fixed-intensity patterns in the form of
narrow ellipses such as shown in Fig. 3c and 5. Then the
arbitrarily-large angular separations of the fixed-ν contours
cannot much change the position of a component. If the
spread of contours in θ is very large, the component will
just disappear. 3) When a single-component profile is pro-
duced by a meridional stream (δcut ∼ 90
◦); in this case the
component’s peak position is ν-independent, although the
component’s width may vary with frequency.
We conclude that the merging of components with in-
creasing frequency observed in T, Q and M pulsars, as well
as the frequency evolution of their width, can be naturally
interpreted within the fan beam model. The smaller rate of
‘RFM’ observed for the inner pair of components in Q and
M pulsars, results from the larger cut angle δcut. It is not
related to the weaker flaring of the hypothetical emission
region located at the inner polar magnetic flux tube.
The multistream symmetry of Fig. 2 is consistent with
the ubiquitous (though approximate) left-right symmetry
of profiles: the outer components are (on average) cut at
a larger θ from the dipole axis. If all streams are spatially
equidistant from the dipole axis (ie. have the same foot-
print parameter s) then the inner components are viewed at
smaller r. They can therefore differ from the outermost com-
ponents, having different flux, spectrum, or shape. The same
argument refers to the central component (‘core’), which is a
stream viewed closest to the dipole axis. The stream model
then retains the capability of conal model in reproducing
the roughly mirror-symmetric properties of profiles.
Note, that the mechanism of the ν-dependent displace-
ment of components, illustrated in Fig. 2, works whenever
a spectrally non-uniform beam is cut at δcut 6= 90
◦, regard-
less of whether the spatial RFM exists or not. However, the
width of the majority of profiles increases with ν (Hankins &
Rankin 2010), which seems natural for the upward decrease
of plasma density. The spatial RFM also provides a way
for symmetry breaking by the AR, as described in Sec. 5.2.
Therefore, it is reasonable to relate the θ spectral gradient
with the changes of the emitted spectrum along the stream,
ie. with different emission altitudes.
The stream model is then capable to produce the appar-
ent RFM effect. A hint of this capability is visible in Figs. 2
and 3 of DR12, where the peak of a bifurcated component
jumps to a later pulse phase with increasing frequency. In
the case of a single-peaked (non-bifurcated) component, its
skewness would change and its peak would move rightward.
The apparent RFM can be especially strong when streams
are not too thin and when they are cut at small δcut.
The choice of observed frequency ν = ν0 picks up spe-
cific contours in Fig 2. These ν0-circles in different streams
can be located above or below the horizontal sightline path
in Fig. 2. If they are located above the path in the outer-
most streams, then the peak flux of outermost components
will increase with decreasing ν. If at the same time the corre-
sponding ν0-contours in the inner streams (including a pos-
sible ‘core stream’), are located below the sightline path, a
decrease of observed ν will make the peak flux of the inner
components smaller. Therefore, a change of observation fre-
quency may reveal different spectral evolution of the inner
pairs (or core) than that of the outer pair (eg. a brighten-
ing of the inner components at a simultaneous fading of the
outer pair).
Obviously, for a detectable RFM to appear, the streams
have to be spectrally-nonuniform. In general, different
streams may have different θ spectral gradient. In Fig. 3
this effect is illustrated in the form of more overlapping and
more elongated fixed-ν contours. This would result in dif-
ferent rate of component dislocation (and fading) with fre-
quency, even when they have the same δcut (as is the case in
Fig. 3). Therefore, to obtain a more complete view of pulsar
emission, it is necessary to allow for the convolution of the
spectral gradient with the effects of δcut. Differences in the
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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spectral gradient likely exist in pulsars and contribute to the
large variety of the observed behaviour of profiles (Hankins
& Rankin 2010; Kramer et al. 1998).
One can imagine a model, in which the spectral gradient
changes monotonously with the azimuthal distance φm from
the MM. When convolved with the effect of δcut shown in
Fig. 2, this could change the rate of, stop, or reverse the ap-
parent RFM. While such azimuthal spectral non-uniformity
is possible, it does not automatically implies that the outer
pair of components should exhibit stronger apparent RFM.
The value of δcut then remains the primary and unavoidable
factor, which determines the relative rate of components’
displacement. However, if the spectral differences between
the beams are strong, they need to be superposed on the
effect of δcut.
3.1 Weakness of the apparent radius-to-
frequency mapping in millisecond pulsars
The key difference between the millisecond pulsars (MSPs)
and normal pulsars is that B-field lines flare (bend away
from the dipole axis) more strongly in the former case. For
a fixed scale of radial spectral gradient, assumed to be uni-
versal for both the MSPs and normal pulsars, the tradi-
tional conal model would imply much stronger ‘RFM’ for
the MSPs. However, if the radio frequency corresponds to
the plasma frequency, emission at two frequencies should
occur at radial distances which are at a fixed ratio, as de-
termined by the frequencies. In that case an apparent RFM
of comparable magnitude would be expected for both the
MSPs and normal pulsars. In the bottom half of Fig. 4, conal
emission regions for both types of pulsars have been illus-
trated for two frequencies at the same ratio of r. Available
observational data (eg. Kramer et al. 1999; You et al. 2007)
clearly contradict this expectation and show that MSPs do
not exhibit the apparent RFM.
However, the lack (or weakness) of the ‘RFM’ in MSPs
is naturally expected in the stream model. With more bent
B-field lines, the streams in magnetospheres of MSPs are
likely to produce beams that are more elongated in the θ-
direction, and are more likely to be cross-cut by the line
of sight. More importantly, however, changes of the spec-
trum with altitude are spread over a very elongated beam.
Therefore, the spectrum emitted at different points in the
vicinity of the line of sight, does not change much with θ.
This corresponds to the overlapping and elongated fixed-ν
patterns shown in Fig. 3c. In the case of normal pulsars,
the radiation from within a much larger range of altitudes,
ie. with a larger spectral diversity, is projected onto a much
smaller angular area on the sky (see the top part of Fig. 4).
Therefore, the spectrum changes on a smaller angular scale
in the beam of normal pulsars. This corresponds to the less
overlapping fixed-ν contours such as those in Fig. 3b.
In the case of the MSPs, radiation emitted in a specific
direction has a larger spectral extent (is more broadband)
than in the normal pulsars. While a stream of a MSP is
being cut by the line of sight, the observer detects radiation
from only a small portion of the stream’s extent, because
the radiation is emitted within a small angle 1/γ around the
velocity vector (γ is the Lorentz factor) and the curvature
radius ρ of the B-field lines is small. In the case of normal
pulsars, with small curvature of B-field lines, at any instant
-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0
x/Rlc
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
y/
R l
c
Figure 4. Approximate geometry of emission regions at two dif-
ferent frequencies. Bottom half of the plot presents the conal
model whereas the top half – the stream model. Lower ν is marked
in grey, higher ν – in black. Only the strongest-emissivity regions
are marked for the conal model. Note the strong apparent RFM
implied by the conal model for MSPs. For the stream model, the
sky-projected beams are schematically presented on the far left
(MSPs) and top (normal pulsars). See Figs. 3c and 3b, respec-
tively, for a more clear presentation of the beams.
the observer probes a larger range of r. However, this larger
∆r corresponds to a smaller range of plasma density, which
can be shown as follows. In a dipolar field, the range of
plasma density κpl is related to ∆r through ∆κpl ∝ r
−4∆r,
where ∆r ∝ ρ/γ, as implied by the size of the microbeam.
For the curvature radiation with the peak frequency ν ∝
γ3/ρ, the microbeam size is 1/γ ∝ ρ−1/3. In a dipolar field
ρ ∝ (rRlc)
1/2 ∝ (rP )1/2, so ∆κpl ∝ r
−11/3P 1/3. In MSPs
r is two orders of magnitude larger, and P – two orders of
magnitude smaller, than in normal pulsars. The range of
plasma densities implied by the microbeam-size limitation
is then much larger in the case of MSPs than in normal
pulsars. The spectrum emitted in some direction (φm, θ) is,
therefore, wider in the case of MSPs.
Another constraint on the range of plasma densities
probed at a fixed (φm, θ) is related to the instantaneous
visibility of the emission region in the case when the extent
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Figure 5. Example of a millisecond pulsar beam. The fan beams
are longer and spectrally more uniform. Spectral changes in θ
direction are nearly washed-out as marked with the overlapping
fixed-intensity contours for different ν. The horizontal marks the
passage of line of sight. In this case pulse components do not
spread with frequency. The AR effects, which bend the beams
leftward (see Fig. 11b), are neglected in this figure.
of the 1/γ microbeam is negligible (emission strictly tangent
to B-field lines). For simplicity, let us ignore the aberration-
retardation effects (described in Sect. 5), the issue of obscu-
ration (Sect. 6) and the possible torsion of electron trajec-
tories (hence of the stream shape). Then at a single pulse
phase the line of sight can receive radiation from within a
single plane of fixed φm within the emiter. The observer is si-
multaneously detecting radiation from all the points within
the plane, where the B-field is inclined at a single angle θ
with respect to µ. As shown in Fig. 6, in the dipolar field
these points are located along a straight radial line with
a fixed magnetic colatitude θm ≈ (2/3)θ. Thick parts of
the line, which overlap with the grey emission regions, are
quasi-simultaneously visible by the observer. Fig. 6 shows
two emission regions: the bottom one for a fast millisecond
pulsar (P ≈ 5 ms), and the upper one for a bit slower rota-
tor. It can be seen that for a similar thickness of the streams
in θm direction, the observer samples a smaller interval of
r in the case of the MSP (bottom grey region). The above-
discussed extent of the 1/γ microbeam affects this picture
by providing some non-zero θm-width to the simultaneously
detectable region. Despite the smaller ∆r(φm, θ), a simi-
lar estimate as for the microbeam size again implies more
broadband emission in the case of MSPs.
For all these reasons (different length of detectable B-
field line; different angular extent of projected emission, and
different radial extent of detectable emission), the beams of
MSPs are more elongated and more broadband than those
of normal pulsars. Cutting through the beams of millisec-
ond pulsars then resembles the situation presented in Fig. 5,
with more elongated beams, and the spectrum weakly evolv-
ing along the beam. The wider frequency extent of the spa-
tially more-localised spectrum is consistent with the sim-
pler shapes of MSPs’ spectra, as described in Kramer et
al. (1999), cf. the spectra of normal pulsars in Malofeev
et al. (1994), Kuzmin & Losovsky (2001), and Maron et
al. (2000).
4 MAPPING THE APPARENT RFM BACK
INTO THE PULSAR MAGNETOSPHERE
The problem of mapping the observed flux back into the
dipolar magnetosphere is a complex issue. The necessary
mathematical formulae can be found eg. in DRD10. In gen-
eral, however, even with a complete information on the view-
ing geometry and location of the stream, it would be diffi-
cult to recover the ν-dependent 3D magnetospheric emissiv-
ity distribution from a pulse profile. A useful partial insight
can nevertheless be gathered from consideration of possible
meridional distributions of emissivity.
When the line of sight is crossing the stream, it moves
both in the magnetic azimuth φm and colatitude θ (Fig. 1).
The properties of polar zone (such as the acceleration po-
tential) are expected to depend on magnetic azimuth φm
and individual streams may be asymmetric in φm. How-
ever, a localised plasma stream, ie. a narrow stream with
large transverse gradient of plasma density, can possibly be
considered roughly symmetric with respect to its own cen-
tral plane, ie. symmetric on both sides of the mid-stream
azimuth φm = φm,0. Under this assumption, the plane of
the fixed φm,0 (containing the centre of the stream and the
dipole axis) becomes most usefull to apply the inverse en-
gineering to ‘RFM’. We will thus focus on the latitudinal
motion of the sightline in θ-direction because emission prop-
erties are expected to change monotonically with r and θ
(or θm). With the approximate φm-symmetry assumed, the
transverse motion of the line of sight in the φm direction will
just convolve a roughly symmetrical bell-shaped flux profile
with the asymmetric flux changes resulting from the motion
in θ.4
Fig. 7 presents an emission region (stream) with a
plasma density gradient in the φm,0-plane. Darker contours
mark denser inner parts of the stream. The contours of fixed
density have been calculated for a Gaussian lateral distribu-
tion and take into account the 3D spatial divergence of B-
field lines. Thus, the usual dipolar decline of density with r
is included, though more sophisticated complications (such
as the null-charge surface) are neglected. It is assumed that
the iso-density contours also present the contours of fixed
emissivity at a corresponding frequency, with a lower fre-
quency being emitted from a lower density region. Finally,
since we discuss averaged (or integrated) pulse profiles, the
density distribution represents a long-timescale average of
instantaneous density in pulsar magnetosphere.
Thick straight lines in Fig. 7 present five simultaneous-
visibility regions corresponding to five different pulse longi-
tudes in the profiles shown in the inset. We assume that the
stream extends at some angle φm,0 < 0
◦ towards the lead-
ing side (LS) of the magnetosphere ie. towards the direc-
tion of rotation (Fig.1). The azimuthal extent of the stream
(∆φm) is assumed to correspond to the pulse longitude in-
terval 1-5. In the absence of any radial (longitudinal) decline
of emissivity, the azimuthal emissivity profile which is per-
fectly symmetric with respect to φm,0, would produce the al-
4 Azimuthal density distribution may be more important for
nearly meridional or very narrow streams, however, since they
are expected to exhibit little ‘RFM’, we will discuss the latitu-
dinal density pattern. Some aspects of the lateral profile in the
φm-direction are shown in Fig. 3. See also Sect. 6.
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Figure 6. Geometry of a region (tilted radial line) from which
radiation is detectable almost simultaneously. With emission con-
strained to the grey contours, the region becomes limited to the
thick sections of the radial visibility line. In the absence of AR
effects, all the wavy rays should be observed at the same pulse
longitude.
most symmetric bell-shaped pulse component shown above
the inset.5 To estimate the ν-dependent behaviour of the
component in the case of the radially-nonuniform emissiv-
ity, the radial emissivity profile needs to be convolved with
the azimuthal bell.
In general, our line of sight can enter the stream at any
angular distance from the dipole axis, because this depends
on both the stream location and viewing geometry. In the
case shown in the inset, this happens at such an angle θ
that corresponds to θm marked by the radial visibility line
no. 1. During the passage through the stream the sightline
approches the dipole axis and receives radiation from radial
visibility lines with smaller θm, ie. located closer to ~µ. Near
the pulse phase marked with the number ‘2’ (see the inset),
a maximum of the lowest-ν component is observed, because
the radial visibility line is detecting radiation from the bulk
of the corresponding low-density region (the light-grey lobe
that extends to x/Rlc ≈ −1.07). Note that only that part
of the emission region which overlaps with the line no. 2,
is detectable at the pulse longitude which is marked with
number ‘2’ in the inset. When the line of sight is moving
further through the pulse component (to longitudes 3, 4,
and 5), the visibility line is progressing to locations 3, 4,
and 5. This increases the contribution of the high-ν radia-
tion, and diminishes the low-ν flux, as shown in the inset.
5 This azimuthally-shaped component would not be perfectly
symmetric, because the speed at which our line of sight probes
consecutive φm changes with pulse longitude, as demonstrated
by the S-swing of the polarisation position angle. We ignore this
effect to expose the role of the radial emissivity profile.
The line of sight can exit the beam at any θm depending on
the azimuthal width ∆φm of the stream and the observers’
viewing angle. In the case illustrated in the inset of Fig. 7,
the sightline probes quite a large range of θm before exit-
ing the stream. This happens when the beam is wide (large
∆φm) or when it extends at a large azimuthal angle with
respect to the meridional plane (φm ∼ 90
◦, ζ ≈ α). Note
that the flux decline in the wings of the discussed compo-
nent is caused by the azimuthal motion of the sightline. Even
though Fig. 7 presents only the latitudinal motion, the ef-
fects of the azimuthal motion on the shape of components
are included in the inset of Fig. 7.
Since the stream we have considered was positioned on
the LS, our line of sight was approaching the dipole axis dur-
ing the passage through the stream. To obtain the illusion
of a cone, another component, located symmetrically on the
trailing side (TS) of the profile would have to be produced
by another stream, located roughly symmetrically on the TS
of the MM. Should such a stream exist, our sightline would
sample the visibility sections in a reversed order (5 to 1),
and produce the trailing component shown in the inset.
Depending on the geometry involved, at the moment
when our line of sight is entering the stream, the correspond-
ing radial visibility line can have any angle with respect to
the dipole axis. The range of θm probed in Fig. 7 depends
on the central azimuth of the stream φm,0, the width of the
stream ∆φm, and the observer’s impact angle β. For ex-
ample, let us consider a more meridional (or just narrower)
stream with identical density distribution as before. The line
of sight can enter the emission region at the visibility line 3,
and quickly exit the beam at the line no. 4. In such a case,
the low-ν radiation would still be observed, but the low-ν
pulse component would become weaker, in comparison to
the same-frequency components described before (as well as
in comparison to the components at higher ν). This is be-
cause the peak flux of the observed low-ν component must
now be located roughly mid-way between pulse longitudes
‘3’ and ‘4’, as determined by the new azimuthal emissivity
profile (not shown in Fig. 7). At this phase, however, the
low-ν emissivity is weaker (see the top profile in the inset of
Fig. 7). Therefore, the observed spectrum of a given compo-
nent is selected by the path of the line of sight within the
stream (in addition to being determined by intrinsic factors
such as the emission physics). In the presented case, ie. for
emission altitude quickly increasing with decreasing ν, the
outer components should have softer spectra than the inner
components, ie. the outer components should increasingly
dominate in the profile at lower frequency. This phenomenon
is observed in several pulsars, eg. in the case of B1237+25
(Hankins & Rankin 2010).
A more general case is shown in Fig. 8, in which the
transverse arrangement of emission regions that correspond
to different frequencies (and densities) is shown as before
with the grey-scale contours. However, it is now assumed
that the local emissivity within each fixed-ν region changes
with altitude. Five possible radial (more precisely – longitu-
dinal) profiles of emissivity are considered within the stream.
In each case the local emissivity increases along the stream
until reaching a maximum at some r, then falls off with fur-
ther increase of the distance along the stream. For each case,
the maximum of emissivity within the stream is marked with
sections of straight lines: dashed, dot-dashed, and dotted
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Figure 7. Contours of equal density in the plane of the stream’s central azimuth φm,0. When the line of sight is passing through a
leading-side stream, it is probing increasingly deeper regions marked with the visibility lines 1-5, which correspond to pulse longitudes
marked in the inset. Therefore, the high-frequency emission dominates at later longitudes within the 1-5 pulse phase interval. The
frequency increases from top to bottom in the inset. The bell-shaped curve above the inset presents the azimuthal emissivity distribution
within the stream, which needs to be convolved with the radial profile shown with the grey contours, to estimate the locations of the
components in the inset. See text for more details.
(three cases). We will discuss them in the clockwise order,
starting from the dashed case. Pulse profiles that correspond
to different cases are presented in the three insets in the bot-
tom left corner. In each of them the low-frequency profile is
on top.
The sightline is assumed to enter the stream from a side
at pulse phase ‘1’, corresponding to the visibility line no. ‘1’.
Then the sightline moves obliquely through the stream and
exits it at phase ‘2’, associated with the visibility line no. ’2’.
The low-density region that overlaps with a visibility line
is split in two parts, one on the top, another on the bot-
tom side of the stream. The question on whether the radi-
ation from the bottom part can reach the observer is diffi-
cult and depends on several factors, such as the polarisation
of the emitted wave, and the temporal/spatial variations
of plasma density in the stream. A qualitative inclusion of
the bottom-side emission would require an interesting, but
lengthy analysis of a more complicated version of Fig. 8. For
brevity, therefore, it is now assumed that the bottom side
of the stream (the part of the stream on its concave side)
contributes little to the observed flux.
The dashed line presents the case when the altitude of
peak emissivity steeply decreases with increasing frequency.
A cut through a stream with such a property would result
in normal ‘RFM’, shown in the bottom inset of Fig. 8. This
is because the strongest low-ν emission is observed early in
the 1-2 phase interval, when the observer is sampling visi-
bility lines located close to the line no. ‘1’. High-ν emission
will peak closer to phase ‘2’, since the high-ν emissivity is
strongest nearby the visibility line no. ’2’. We remind that
the decline of flux at the edges of the 1-2 interval is caused
by the azimuthal emissivity profile, which needs to be con-
volved with the radial profile peaking at the dashed line.
The dot-dashed line presents the fixed-θm case when
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Figure 8. The influence of spatial emissivity distribution on the ν-dependent displacement of components. Grey contours of different
grade show emission regions for different frequencies. Locations of peak emissivity are marked with the dashed, dot-dashed, and dotted
sections of straight lines. The corresponding pulse profiles at two frequencies (with lower ν always shown on top) are presented in three
insets. The dot-dashed line separates the cases of normal ‘RFM’ from anti-‘RFM’ behaviour. See text for more details.
all frequencies peak roughly in the middle of the 1-2 phase
interval. This would not induce much ‘RFM’, because the
convolution of two coincident bell-shaped profiles does not
change the peak’s position (see the dot-dashed components
in the middle panel of the inset). Thus the dot-dashed sec-
tion is a separatrix between the normal ‘RFM’ and the in-
verse ‘RFM’, in which case the lower-ν profiles would be
observed closer to the centre of the profile.6 The speed at
which the line of sight crosses consecutive azimuths φm in-
creases towards the MM, as has always been illustrated by
the S-swing of the polarisation position angle. Therefore, the
separatrix that corresponds precisely to the centre of the 1-2
6 The lack of ‘RFM’ is a frequently observed feature of several
pulsars (eg. Gould and Lyne 1998). It can be interpreted through
the coincidence of the peak-emissivity separatrix with the cen-
tre of an observed component. Another explanation involves a
quasi-uniform longitudinal emissivity distribution within the en-
tire region between the visibility lines ‘1’ and ‘2’.
pulse interval is located not exactly in the middle between
the visibility lines ‘1’ and ’2’. For the leading component
shown in Fig. 8, the separatrix is closer to the visibility line
‘2’.
An interesting case leading to the inverse apparent RFM
is represented by the first dotted line, marked ‘a’. The spa-
tial RFM is normal in this case, with the peak emissivity
located at a larger r for the lower-ν region. However, the
low-ν radiation peaks at a later phase (closer to the visi-
bility line ‘2’) than the high-ν emission, that peaks closer
to phase ‘1’. This is then the case when the normal spatial
RFM leads to the inverse apparent RFM, illustrated with
the dotted profiles in the top inset.
The second dotted line, marked ‘b’, presents the case
with no spatial RFM. The peak emissivity at all frequencies
occurs at the same radial distance r. The line ‘b’ is then
orthogonal to the separatrix described above. Orientation
of the dotted line with respect to the visibility lines ‘1’ and
‘2’ reveals that the low-frequency component (top curve in
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Figure 9. The mechanism of the accidental lag of the central component with respect to the centroids of pairs of outer components.
The beam structure is symmetric with respect to the central beam, but it is rotated by the angle ǫ (bottom arrow) with respect to the
MM. All the beams have the same θ spectral gradient. The arrows on top show the components’ displacements for decreasing ν. The
model produces a lag of the central component which is increasing with decreasing ν (see text).
the top inset) will definitely peak closer to phase ‘2’, whereas
the high-ν component closer to phase ‘1’. This is the case
when the lack of spatial RFM results in the inverse apparent
RFM.
The nearly horizontal dotted line ‘c’ presents the case
with the altitude of peak emissivity steeply decreasing with
decreasing ν. It produces a similar profile evolution as in the
previous case (top inset).
Thus, the frequency-dependent behaviour of profiles
(‘RFM’, no ‘RFM’, or inverse ‘RFM’), depends on the spa-
tial emissivity distribution around the fixed-θm separatrix
that corresponds to the central azimuth of the stream φm,0.
Since the majority of pulsars exhibits normal RFM, it is con-
cluded that typically the altitude of the strongest emissivity
at a given frequency quickly increases with decreasing ν, as
the straight dashed line shows qualitatively. This is consis-
tent with the common expectation of plasma density drop
with altitude illustrated by the contours in Fig. 7. Interest-
ingly, however, it is possible to observe the reverse RFM even
for the peak-emissivity altitude increasing with decreasing
ν (case ‘a’).
5 ORIGIN OF THE FREQUENCY-
-DEPENDENT LAG OF THE CENTRAL
COMPONENT
Position of a central component in multiple-component pro-
files often lags a centroid located half way between outer
components. GG01 have shown that this can be caused by
the aberration and retardation (AR) effects operating at dif-
ferent emission altitudes of the core, inner cone, and outer
cone. The AR-induced shift of a centroid is approximately
equal to ∆φ ≈ 2∆r/Rlc, ie. it depends only on differences
in emission altitude (Dyks et al. 2004). It has therefore been
widely used to determine r as well as the transverse dis-
tance of the cones from the dipole axis, ie. the footprint
parameter s (GG01; GG03). However, the ensuing struc-
ture of the radio emission region (with a variety of r and s)
have revealed unacceptable arbitrariness, difficult to inter-
pret in terms of physics. For example, instead of the lateral
separation of emission rings (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975;
Wright 2003), for PSR B0329+54 GG01 invoke as many as
four radially-separated emission cones at roughly the same
B-field lines (s ∼ 0.6). As found in GG03 (and adjusted in
Table 1 of Dyks et al. 2004), the set of the hypothetical emis-
sion rings can be located near the dipole axis (s ∈ (0.3, 0.4),
PSR B2111+46), distributed around a moderate distance
from the pole (s ∈ (0.3, 0.6), B1237+25) or placed close to
the polar cap rim (s ∈ (0.7, 0.9), B1857−26).
As soon as one allows for the azimuthal structure of the
radio emission region, the centroid shift can be understood
without invoking emitters at disparate altitudes. As we show
below, with several streams extending within the same al-
titude range, the shift can still be understood in two ways:
1) through the altitude-dependent AR effects that break the
symmetry of the system of streams (Sect. 5.2), and 2) just
through an accidental asymmetry of location of the beam
system with respect to the MM, whatever is the reason for
the asymmetry. In the latter case, discussed in the next sub-
section, the centroids are shifted regardless of emission al-
titudes, ie. the shift is non-zero even for exactly the same
emission altitude within the entire emission beam (r = r0,
∆r = 0). The AR effects are not involved in this mechanism.
The key factor that leads to the centroid shift in both mech-
anisms, is the asymmetry of streams/beams with respect to
the MM, with the cut angle δcut again responsible for the
frequency-dependence of the phenomenon.
Below we test the two mechanisms against the observed
properties of the centroid shift phenomenon. We start with
the simple case with no AR effects included.
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Figure 10. A cartoon showing that the backward misalignment
(counterclockwise rotation around ~µ) of a symmetric system of
circular beams results in the lag of the central component with
respect to the centroid of the flanking pair. Thick lines present
the misaligned case. The horizontal line marks the path of the
sightline.
5.1 Centroid shift due to the asymmetric location
of the beam system
Since the pulsars considered by GG03 exhibit approximate
symmetry of their profiles, we consider a beam system which
is perfectly symmetric with respect to the central plane
(φm,0-plane) of its central stream. To emulate the asym-
metry, the beam system is rotated by a small angle ǫ with
respect to the MM. Such a system with five identical beams
is presented in Fig. 9. Consecutive circles along each beam
again present the fixed-intensity contours at different and
equally separated ν. All the contours are also equally sepa-
rated in θ, ie. the θ spectral gradient is assumed to be the
same for all beams. The misalignment of the system with
respect to the MM produces a lag of the central component
with respect to the centroids of the flanking pairs. This is
because in the considered case (flat geometry with α ∼ 90◦)
the observed pulse longitude of a component is given by:
φ = θν sinφm (1)
where the angle θν ≡ θ(ν) corresponds to the fixed-intensity
contour at the observed frequency ν, (hereafter the index ν
will be omitted), and φm is the azimuth of the stream (note
that φm is negative on the LS and positive on the TS). If the
same-ν contours in different beams are located at the same
θ, the slower-than-linear increase of sinφm ensures that the
LS spaces between adjacent components are larger than the
‘corresponding’ TS spaces (Fig. 10).
A simple mathematical model, presented in the next
subsection (5.1.1) reveals that the properties of the model
shown in Fig. 9 are consistent with the observed ν-dependent
characteristics of the centroid shift. The model can simulta-
neously explain the normal apparent RFM, the sign (direc-
tion) of the shift, the increase of the shift with decreasing ν,
and the increase of the shift towards the profile periphery.
However, the misalignment of the beam system has no
built-in preference for the leftward shift of the centroids. A
mirror image of Fig. 9 would produce exactly the opposite
effect – the lag of the centroids with respect to the central
component. Moreover, the effect must be affected by the AR
shift, as soon as there are altitude differences associated with
detectable parts of different streams (see Sect. 5.2).
5.1.1 Simple model for the accidental shift of centroids
The mathematical model presented in this section assumes
the circular fixed-ν patterns shown in Fig. 9, ie. the case
shown in Fig. 3b is modelled with the case shown in Fig. 3a.
We can define an intra-system magnetic azimuth Φ mea-
sured around ~µ from the central beam of Fig. 9, so that
φm = Φ + ǫ. The beam system is symmetric in Φ. The
longitudes of the LS and TS components then become:
φL = θ sin(−|ΦL|+ ǫ) and φT = θ sin(ΦT + ǫ), respectively.
The LS azimuth is assumed to be negative, so we use the
absolute value to expose the magnitude of φ. For our per-
fectly symmetric beam system |ΦL| = ΦT = Φ. The location
of a pair centroid is then
φpair =
φL + φT
2
= θ cosΦ sin ǫ. (2)
The central component (‘core’) is located at the pulse phase
φctc = θ sin ǫ. (3)
Assuming the same θ(ν) for both the central and flanking
components, the centroid precedes the ‘core’ by the pulse
phase interval
∆φobs = φpair − φctc = θ sin ǫ(cos Φ− 1) < 0. (4)
For pairs of more peripheric components at a larger Φ
(smaller cos Φ) the magnitude of |∆φobs| increases and so
the lag of the central component. This is consistent with the
properties of pulsars studied by Gupta and Gangadhara.
The lag increases with the misalignment ǫ of the beam sys-
tem (eq. 4).
Thus, for a bunch of similar beams with similar angular
spectral gradient in the θ-direction, the misalignment alone
can produce the forward shift of centroids, which is larger
for the outer pairs of components. However, GG03 also show
that in the observed profiles the flanking pairs of components
precede the ‘core’ by a phase interval which increases with
decreasing ν. To test if the ‘accidental asymmetry’ model
of Fig. 9 can explain this, we will use the following simple
mathematical model.
With the flat and equatorial approximation (small
beam, α ≈ 90◦), The observed pulse longitude of a peak
of a component is moving with the frequency at a rate:
dφ
dν
=
dφ
dθ
dθ
dν
=
dφ
dθ
∆θsp = ∆
θ
sp sin(φm) (5)
where ∆θsp = dθ/dν sets the angular scale of spectral vari-
ation which corresponds to the displacement of the fixed-ν
contours in the θ direction.7 In general, ∆θsp may change
along the beam and can be different for beams located at
different φm.
Below we consider the negative of derivative (5) to learn
how the profiles evolve with decreasing frequency (−dν =
νlow − νhigh). Accordingly, with decreasing frequency, the
central component moves rightward at the rate:
vctc =
dφctc
−dν
= −
dφctc
dθ
∆θsp = ∆
ctc sin ǫ ≈ ∆ctcǫ (6)
7 Note that if ∆θsp is considered as a free parameter, then the
mathematical model is valid for any fixed-ν patterns, for which
dφ/dν ∝ dφ/dθ.
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where the index ‘ctc’ stands for the ‘central component’,
and we have substituted ∆θsp = −∆
ctc for the θ spectral
scale of the central component. The minus sign is supposed
to reflect the normal RFM, for which dθ/dν < 0 and ∆ctc >
0. For a pair of flanking components (inner or outer) we
have dφ/dθ = sin(Φi + ǫ), where the index ‘i’ refers either
to the leading (i = L) or trailing (i = T ) location with
respect to the central beam. Therefore, the speeds at which
the components on the LS and TS departure from the MM
at decreasing frequency are:
vL =
dφL
−dν
= ∆L sin(−|ΦL|+ ǫ) (7)
vT =
dφT
−dν
= ∆T sin(ΦT + ǫ), (8)
where ∆L and ∆T set angular the spectral scales for the
corresponding flanking components, ie. dθi/dν = −∆
i. For
the symmetric properties of the beam system (|ΦL| = ΦT =
Φ, ∆L = ∆T = ∆pair, Fig. 9), the pair’s centroid moves
rightward at the speed
vpair =
vL + vT
2
= ∆pair sin ǫ cosΦ ≈ ∆pairǫ cos Φ. (9)
If the spectral properties of the central and flanking sub-
beams are the same (∆ctc = ∆pair), the rightward speed of
the centroid is smaller than the speed (6) of the central com-
ponent, and the more so for more peripheral pairs. There-
fore, the ‘core’ lag increases with decreasing observation fre-
quency (or, more precisely, with increasing θ), in agreement
with the afore-mentioned observations. The rate at which
the centroid departures from the core is:
vobs = vpair − vctc = − sin ǫ(∆
ctc −∆pair cos Φ). (10)
Since the rightward speed of a pair centroid (eq. 9) decreases
towards the profile periphery, the centroids of more periph-
eral pairs departure from the core at a larger rate. This
behaviour is consistent with observations.
Accordingly, the backward misalignment of the beam
system, shown in Fig. 9, can simultaneously explain all the
ν-dependent features identified for the pulsars of Gupta and
Gangadhara: 1) the normal apparent RFM, 2) the lag of the
central component, 3) the increase of the lag with decreasing
ν, and 4) the increase of the lag for more peripheric pairs.
In general, the θ spectral scale may depend on θ and
be different for different subbeams. As demonstrated by
eq. (10), the difference between ∆ctc and ∆pair at the sight-
line crossing points can change the magnitude and direction
of the centroid shift. For example, for some physical rea-
sons the θ spectral scale could increase with the azimuth
φm in a slightly asymmetric way with respect to the MM.
This could produce a result identical to that in Fig. 9 even
for a symmetric beam system centred at the MM. However,
such spectrally-based interpretations do not have an obvi-
ous shift-sign preference and fail to automatically justify the
increase of the shift towards the periphery of a profile (at a
fixed ν) as well as the increase of the shifts with ν.
The number of possible combinations of parameters
(different shape of the fixed-ν pattern, direction of the mis-
alignment, and the sign of spatial RFM) is larger than dis-
cussed above, and they result in different observable prop-
erties. For instance, if the system of circular patterns is mis-
aligned leftward with respect to the MM (opposite than
shown in Fig. 9), then the pair centroid lags the central
component by a phase interval increasing with Φ (eq. 4 with
a negative ǫ). For decreasing ν, such a centroid would de-
parture rightward from the ‘core’ (for a negative ǫ, eq. 10
predicts vobs > 0).
For the elongated patterns of Figs. 5 and 3c (with little
or no apparent RFM), the location of components is de-
termined by the points at which the sightline is crossing
through the central azimuth of the beam (eq. A1). As we
show in the Appendix, a system of such elongated beams
would have to be misaligned leftwards (opposite than shown
in Fig. 9) to produce the centroid advance. This type of a
model (with no apparent RFM) would exhibit a frequency-
independent lag of the central component.
The accidental asymmetry model shown in Fig. 9 is then
consistent with the properties of pulsars described by GG03.
However, depending on the direction of the beam misalign-
ment (the sign of ǫ), it can produce both the leftward and
rightward shifts. This may possibly be inconsistent with the
fact that pulsar literature is dominated by descriptions of
the leftward centroid shifts that increase with decreasing ν
and with the proximity of profile periphery. However, the ro-
tation of a pulsar, through the AR effects, is able to induce
both the system’s spatial asymmetry in δcut as well as some
φm-asymmetry in the system’s spectral gradient. Therefore,
we turn now to the subject of how pulsar rotation breaks
the symmetry of the multiple-stream system through the
AR effects.
5.2 Shift of the centroids due to the AR effects
Fig. 11a presents the sky-projected beam that should be
typical for the M pulsars. The perfect symmetry is assumed
only to clearly expose the phenomenon of the centroid shift.
In general, we allow for a variety of asymmetries (in φm,
∆φm, and θ, see Fig. 18 in DRD10 and the illustrations
of beams in Wang et al. 2014). However, the low-altitude
dipolar magnetic field, as well as the electric field within the
polar tube, are expected to be symmetric with respect to the
MM. Therefore, it is natural to assume that the left-right
symmetry should be on average found in pulsars. However,
the AR-induced shift of centroids is expected to appear also
for beam systems which are misaligned with respect to the
MM.
The elliptic contours in Fig. 11a present the fixed-ν in-
tensity pattern in the way similar to Fig. 2. The ellipses
mark the uniform θ spectral gradient. In reality they may
be more elongated in the direction of the stream (see Figs. 5
and 3bc), but this would make the figure unclear. Emission
at a fixed ν is not constrained to the interior of an ellipse
only. The ellipses may present, let us say, the 90% inten-
sity level, with the peak emissivity at the centre of each
ellipse. The solid horizontal marks the passage of the line
of sight, again for a large dipole inclination and an overall
small angular extent of the beam (which allows us for the
flat approxiation of a generally-spherical case).
The pulsars that exhibit the centroid shift also show
the normal apparent RFM. The separation of their outer
peaks increases with decreasing frequency. Simultaneously,
the centroid shift becomes larger and the more so for the
outer pair of components (GG01). As has been shown in
Sect. 4, for pulsars exhibiting the normal apparent RFM,
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Figure 11. The mechanism of central component’s lag with respect to centroids of outer components. a) A sky-projected emission beam
with no aberration-retardation effects included. The ellipses present fixed-intensity contours at different frequencies, which decrease
outwards. Emission altitude decreases towards the dipole axis. b) The beam with the AR-effects included. Note the forward bending of
the individual beams. All ellipses were shifted leftward by a θ-dependent interval |∆φ| ∝ r ∝ θ2. The lag of the central component is
marked with the horizontal arrows. Note the decreased cut angle δcut and the increased width of the leading components. This smaller
value of the leading-side-δcut implies a larger lag at lower ν, through the mechanism shown in Fig. 2. The ellipses on the TS are more
overlapping with each other, which enhances the effect of the centroid shift.
the altitude of emission region must increase steeply with
decreasing ν. The frequency associated with different ellipses
in Fig. 11 is then decreasing with the angular distance from
the dipole axis.
Since circumpolar B-field lines are quasi-radial, all the
fixed-ν ellipses undergo the leftward AR shift (in the direc-
tion of early rotational phase) by 2r/Rlc, irrespective of the
dipole tilt α (Dyks et al. 2004). This is shown in Fig. 11b,
in which the streams are bent in the direction of rotation.
In a dipolar field the radial distance of emission r increases
with the angular distance θ from the dipole axis according
to r ∝ θ2 so the magnitude of the shift quickly increases
along the beam. Therefore, the central component is shifted
leftward by the smallest interval of pulse longitude, because
the sightline cuts the ‘core stream’ at the smallest θ and r.
The inner pair of components undergoes a larger shift, but
not as large as the outer pair. A result of a full 3D simulation
of this effect is presented in Fig. 4 of DR12.8
As can be seen in Fig. 11b, the AR effects break the
beam symmetry in such a way that the cut angle δcut de-
creases on the LS whereas it increases on the TS. This has
8 Note that the most vertical streams in Fig. 4 of DR12 corre-
spond to φm = 170◦ (the top one) and φm = 10◦ (the bottom
one), ie. the ‘core beam’ (corresponding to the stream within the
MM) has been replaced with a second neighbouring beam of a
stream located on the TS.
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several consequences: 1) As shown with the horizontal ar-
rows, the central component (‘core’) lags the centroids of
pairs of outer components. 2) The leading components be-
come wider than the trailing ones (see Ahmadi and Gan-
gadhara 2002, and Dyks et al. 2010b for observational evi-
dence). 3) Because δcut is smaller on the LS, for decreasing
ν the leading components departure from the ‘core’ faster
than the trailing components. This is marked with the short
thick bars that connect the centres of fixed-ν ellipses with
the sightline path.9 Fig. 4 in GG01 presents the observed
version of this effect. 4) The angular distance θ from the
sky-projected, low-altitude dipole axis becomes larger for
the leading components, than for the ‘corresponding’ com-
ponents on the TS. This contributes to the left-right asym-
metry of the profile, because the LS patterns become more
spread on the sky, so the peak flux of a leading component
decreases in comparison to a ‘corresponding’ trailing com-
ponent. This effect should be strongest for fast rotators, and
may be responsible for the ubiquitous weakness of the LS in
main pulses of MSPs (see eg. Fig. 2 in DRD10; Demorest
2007). Thus the extension of the LS emission over a long
stretch of pulse longitude occurs also in the stream model,
along with the simultaneous pile up of emission on the TS
(see. Dyks et al. 2010b). 5) Since the consecutive ellipses
in the trailingmost stream are more overlapping with each
other, the spectrum is more broadband on the TS. This en-
hances the asymmetry of components’ shifts thereby increas-
ing the centroid shift.10 Thus, the AR-induced asymmetry
does not only generate the shift through the asymmetry of
δcut. It may also make the TS spectrum more broadband,
increasing the disproportion of the shifts on the LS and TS.
11
Because of the spectral gradient asymmetry, the trail-
ingmost component should have a broader spectrum, ie. ex-
tending over a wider range of ν, than the leadingmost com-
ponent. The TS of a main pulse should then exhibit weaker
shape evolution with ν than the trailing side, as observed
eg. for PSR J1012+5307 (Dyks et al. 2010b).
9 Note that the bars do not mark the observed peak positions of
fixed-ν components, as was the case in Fig. 2, because the elliptic
shape of the intensity decline (Fig. 3b) is ignored to maintain
the clarity of Fig. 11. This is a technical detail which does not
change our conclusions qualitatively. The faster departure of the
LS components also exists for circular patterns (Fig. 9), which
were not used in Fig. 11 to make it look more realistic.
10 This can be understood as follows: Let us assume that a fixed
frequency interval, say between 0.4 GHz and 1.4 GHz, corresponds
to the transition from one elliptic contour to the adjacent one.
For a more broadband spectrum (more overlapping ellipses on
the TS), the angular displacement (measured along the beam) of
a 0.4-GHz contour from a 1.4-GHz contour is smaller. Hence the
shift of the trailing component is smaller than that of the leading
one, for which the spectrum is less broadband (less overlapping
ellipses).
11 Physically, the stretched angular distance between the leading
component and the dipole axis, corresponds to the larger cur-
vature of electron trajectories on the LS (see Fig. 2 in Dyks et
al. 2010b; Thomas et al. 2010).
5.2.1 Simple model for the AR-induced shift of centroids
As in Sect. 5.1.1, we model the intermediate case of Fig. 3b
with the circular patterns of Fig. 3a. The pulse longitude of
a component is given by
φ = φ′ +∆φAR = θ sinφm − kθ
2, (11)
where φ′ represents the pulse longitude observed for a beam
with no AR effects included (Fig. 11a, eq. 1), and the AR
shift is equal to
∆φAR = −2
r
Rlc
= −
8
9
θ2
s2
= −kθ2, (12)
where k = 8/(9s2), and s = θm/(r/Rlc)
1/2 is the footprint
parameter (eg. Arons 1983). In the case of a non-orthogonal
dipole inclination α, the first term of eq. (11) (but not the
second one) should be rescaled roughly by a factor 1/ sinα
but this effect is ignored because it is symmetric in φm.
The observed pulse longitude of a component changes with
decreasing frequency at the rate of
−
dφ
dν
= −
dφ
dθ
∆θsp = −∆
θ
sp (sinφm − 2kθ) . (13)
As before, the negative derivative is considered to learn how
the profiles evolve with decreasing frequency. The central
component (φm = 0) therefore moves leftward at the ‘spec-
tral speed’
vctc = −
dφctc
dθ
∆θsp = −2k∆
ctcθctc, (14)
where θctc is the magnetic colatitude of the propagation di-
rection for the point at which the line of sight is passing
through the ‘core’. The angular scales of spectral variations
for different components are determined as in Sect. 5.1.1,
ie. ∆θsp = −∆
ctc, ∆θsp = −∆
L, etc. For a pair of flank-
ing components at magnetic azimuths φLm and φ
T
m we have
dφi/dθ = sinφ
i
m − 2kθi, where i = L or T , so their leftward
speeds across a profile are:
vL = −
dφL
dθ
∆θsp = ∆
L
[
sin(−|φLm|)− 2kθL
]
(15)
vT = −
dφT
dθ
∆θsp = ∆
T
[
sin(φTm)− 2kθT
]
(16)
In the case of the symmetric properties of the stream system
with respect to the MM (φLm = φ
T
m = φ
pair
m , θL = θT = θpair,
∆L = ∆T = ∆pair), the centroid moves leftward at the speed:
vpair =
vL + vT
2
= −2k∆pairθpair, (17)
where θpair is the θ-angle for the locations of the sightline-
cut through the flanking streams. In agreement with the
expectations based on Fig. 11, for ∆ctc = ∆pair the centroid
speed is larger than the ‘core’ speed vctc, because at the lo-
cations probed by the line of sight θctc < θpair. The observed
ν-dependent speed at which the centroid moves with respect
to the central component is given by:
vobs = vpair − vctc = −2k∆
pairθpair + 2k∆
ctcθctc =
= −2k(∆pairθpair −∆
ctcβ), (18)
Eq. (18) has the required property of producing larger
shift of centroid for the more peripheral (outer) pairs of
components (which have larger θ at the sightline-crossing
points). Moreover, the shift increases with decreasing ν, be-
cause vobs ∝ θ and dθ/dν < 0 for the pulsars analysed in
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GG03. The AR effect can thus generate all the observed
ν-dependent effects exhibited by these pulsars. In contrast
to the accidental shift caused by the beam-system misalign-
ment, the AR effects displace the centroid in only one di-
rection (leftward, provided r is smaller for inner compo-
nents). The AR shift can therefore be either enhanced or
made weaker by the misalignment. If locations of streams in
pulsars are accidental, in most cases the central component
should lag the centroids. The opposite arrangement (lag of
the centroid) can occur only for objects in which the mis-
alignment dominates over the AR effects.
The widely-used method of r-determination from the
‘core’ lag needs to be reconsidered in view of the stream
interpretation. If the streams in the corotating pulsar mag-
netosphere are so symmetric as shown in Fig. 11a, then, from
eq. (11), the ‘core’ lag is equal to:
∆φobs = φpair − φctc = −kθ
2
pair + kθ
2
ctc =
= −k(θ2pair − β
2) = −2
(
rpair
Rlc
−
rctc
Rlc
)
(19)
Thus, the published emission altitudes that were derived
within the conal model may still represent the altitude dif-
ferences between the ‘core’ component and the flanking com-
ponents. This is because it does not matter whether the AR-
shifted patches of intensity are fragments of a single cone or
fragments of two symmetric streams. What has changed is
the interpetation of the altitude – it now represents the al-
titude of that part of a stream that happened to be probed
by our line of sight. The ‘core’ altitude, eg., represents the
altitude of the sightline-crossing point – it does not have to
be next to the neutron star surface.
It needs to be emhasized that the AR-induced lag of
‘core’ is a robust effect which operates also for not perfectly
symmetric system of streams. In the asymmetric case shown
in Fig. 9, the AR effects would also bend the streams for-
ward. The components would accordingly move forward in
phase, enhancing the ‘core’ lag that results from the mis-
alignment alone. In the case of the leftward misalignment of
the beam system (negative ǫ) the AR effects could possibly
lead to the ‘core’ lag, provided they were stronger than the
effects of the misalignment, which occurs roughly for ǫ < θ.
The magnitude of the AR shift quickly increases with θ so
the AR-induced ‘core’ lag is likely to appear also for systems
of streams which are not fully symmetric with respect to the
MM.
However, the fact that the magnitude of the centroid
shift can be affected by any asymmetry of the type shown in
Fig. 9, makes the altitudes obtained with the AR-lag method
less reliable. Direct use of eq. (19) is risky, because it as-
sumes perfect symmetry of the stream system and ignores
spectral differences between the streams (eg. one may have
θL(ν) 6= θT (ν) for the flanking streams). In the case of the
intrinsically asymmetric beam structure, results of Sect. 5.1
need to be convolved with the AR lag.
Therefore, whereas the AR-induced lag can be observed
also for the intrinsically non-symmetric geometry, eq. (19)
is valid only for the fully symmetric case.
We conclude that the AR effects working within streams
with spatial spectral gradient (spatial RFM) explain both
the broken symmetry of profiles, as well as the increasing
strength of this effect with decreasing frequency. We empha-
size that in the stream model the low altitude of the ‘core’
Figure 12. The cross-section through a magnetospheric stream,
exposing the transverse decline of plasma density (grey contours).
The arrows show that the sightline-integrated emissivity is larger
at the azimuthal sides of the stream. Moreover, the emission from
the bottom part of the stream can be obscured by the central
high-density region. The resulting pulse profiles are shown on top.
The dotted one is for a larger ν.
is not an ad-hoc assumption made to produce the observed
centroid shift. In the stream model the low-r location of
‘core’ naturally results from the dipolar geometry of streams,
which near the dipole axis (small θ) occupy small r. In the
case of the inner components (associated with more merid-
ional streams) the line of sight cuts through the streams at
a smaller angle θ and smaller r, provided the streams have
similar s.
We have discussed only the simplest case of identical
streams located at different azimuth φm. A much larger va-
riety of streams (with different s, r, θm, ∆
θ
sp, and azimuthal
widths and separations) apparently exist in magnetospheres
of real pulsars. This would explain the diversity of observed
properties of pulsar profiles.
6 OBSCURATION EFFECTS AND
BIFURCATED EMISSION COMPONENTS
In the cone/core scenario the radio emission was believed to
originate from well-separated and narrow intervals of alti-
tude and footprint parameter. This was not likely to lead to
obscuration effects.
In the case of elongated streams, the geometry that
leads to eclipses of lower-r emission can appear in at least
two cases. First, this happens when a laterally extended,
quasi-uniform emission is blocked from our view by a dense
non-emitting stream. This case was shown to produce deep
double notches in the profiles of both normal and millisecond
pulsars (DRD10; DR12; McLaughlin & Rankin 2004).
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Second, when the central high-density region of the
stream extends sufficiently far in the longitudinal direction,
the bottom parts of the stream, located on its concave side,
can also be eclipsed (ie. the radiation from this region can be
scattered or absorbed and dissipated). This can be seen in
Fig. 6, in which the lowermost ‘ray’, emitted near the bottom
of the lower emission region, must cross the full thickness of
the region before reaching the outer low-density regions. De-
pending on the transverse gradient of plasma density in the
stream, and on the observed frequency, the ray can be ob-
scured. This can diminish the flux observed at the centre of
a component, producing a bifurcated emission component
(BEC), similar to those observed in PSR J0437−4715 and
J1012+5307. Moreover, the tubular shape of transverse den-
sity pattern (Fig. 12) should additionally enhance the flux
in the azimuthally-outer parts of the associated component.
This is because the radio emission occurs within the planes
of fixed magnetic azimuth φm (if the extent of the 1/γ mi-
crobeam is negligible). Crossections of the stream with these
fixed φm planes are shown with the arrows in Fig. 12. Dif-
ferent zones of equal density are shown with different grades
of grey. Since the radio emission occurs in the planes con-
taining the arrows and the dipole axis, the largest emissiv-
ity per steradian corresponds to the azimuthal sides of the
stream. Thus a ‘limb brightening’ can be expected. Emis-
sion at a larger frequency originates from the inner regions
of the stream (the inner ring in Fig. 12) which implies the
narrowing of BECs with frequency, consistent with the ob-
servations of PSR J0437−4715 and J1012+5307. Thus, the
nature of BECs may be macroscopic, and not related to the
microphysical (elementary) emission beam. This would solve
the problem of large energetic requirements implied by the
microscopic interpretation (Dyks & Rudak 2013; Gil & Me-
likidze 2010). However, it is less clear why the BECs should
have so high symmetry as observed, because rotation tends
to remove the stream away from the path of a to-be-eclipsed
ray. It is also important to note that in the superstrong
magnetic field only the radiation in the ordinary polarisa-
tion mode would be eclipsed. The extraordinary polarisation
mode, however, is not emitted within the φm-plane anyway
(DRD10; Gil et al. 2004). The mode-dependent obscuration
would introduce imbalance between the observed contribu-
tion of orthogonal polarisation modes, which should change
with the distance from a BEC’s centre.
It is also possible that both factors (micro- and macro-
scopic) shape the BECs. Regardless of this issue, the gen-
eral interpretation of the BECs in MSPs remains similar to
the one described in DRD10 and DR12: they are caused by
the broad-band, locally-bidirectional12 radio emission, and
are observed when our line of sight passes through streams
in pulsar magnetosphere. The only difference is that in the
macroscopic case, the quasi-local bifurcation is attributed to
the opacity of a segment of a narrow stream.
With the possibility of the macroscopically-generated,
locally-bidirectional beams, one needs to ask if double
notches can also be created by obscuration of these macro-
scopic bifurcated beams. This does not seem to be possible,
12 ‘Bidirectional’ means the emission into the lobes of the bi-
furcated beam shown in Fig. 1 of DR12. It does not mean the
emission in two opposite directions.
because the emitter associated with the phenomenon of dou-
ble notches (see Fig. 12 in DRD10) has to be extended in two
dimensions (azimuth and latitude) to be consistent with the
quasi-isotropic radio emission in which double notches are
observed. The emitter does not have the geometry of the
stream shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, the notches are well-
fitted with the curvature radiation microbeam (Fig. 6 in
DR12), have different shapes than BECs (Sect. 3.3 in DR12),
and all of them are narrower than the problematic BEC of
PSR J1012+5307 (see Fig. 4 in Dyks & Rudak 2013). There-
fore, the microscopic nature of double notches continues to
present a promising model.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the main frequency-dependent phenom-
ena exhibited by radio pulsar profiles: the apparent RFM
and the frequency-dependent centroid shift can be natu-
rally explained within the stream model – the model which
assumes fan-shaped radiation beams produced by streams
flowing in pulsar magnetosphere.
By considering the spatial spectral gradient along the
stream, we have shown that even some detailed aspects of
the phenomena can be effortlessly reproduced by the stream
model. These include the weaker apparent RFM of the inner
‘conal’ pair, as well as the increasingly large centroid shift
at lower frequencies. The weak spreading of inner pair com-
ponents is a trivial consequence of more orthogonal stream
cutting. In the stream model, the shift of centroids does
not require the complicated and arbitrary positioning of the
core, inner cone and outer cone emission at disparate alti-
tudes and magnetic colatitudes. Instead, the altitude differ-
ences result naturally from the geometry of the cut itself.
Surprisingly the shifts of centroids of both signs can ap-
pear even with no altitude differences (and no AR affects)
associated with the fan beam. However, only the backward
misalignment of the beam system has the properties consis-
tent with pulsars described in GG01 and GG03. Whenever
both the shift-inducing conditions exist, ie. when the sym-
metric system of beams is misaligned and emission altitude
increases towards the periphery of the beam, then the AR
shift can be enhanced, diminished or reversed by the effects
of the misalignment. In contrast to the misalignment shift,
the AR shift always provides the type (sign) of the asym-
metry and the frequency behaviour which is observed for
pulsars described by GG03. This naturally results from the
geometry of streams which in the dipolar field occupy low
altitudes at small θ.
In the case of the stream model, even for identical loca-
tions of the streams on their corresponding planes of fixed
magnetic azimuth (same ∆s, ∆r), the approximate left-right
symmetry of profile properties is likely to appear because
smaller altitudes are sampled for inner (more meridional)
streams. The ‘core’ component is created by the sightline
cut through a near-meridional stream whereby the lowest
altitudes are probed. The altitude differences required to
produce the centroid shift ensue naturally, because the line
of sight picks up a lower-altitude emission in the middle of
the profile, ie. no radial displacements need to be introduced
between different streams to generate the AR lag of the cen-
tral component (though in general such differences in r are
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not excluded). The stream model can also explain some dif-
ferences between the frequency-dependent behaviour of nor-
mal pulsars and MSPs.
It has been shown that by introducing the azimuthal
non-uniformity to the pulsar beam one can avoid several
problems which remain challenging for the conal model. In
particular, the problem of origin of the ‘core’ component in
the conal model disappears, with the role of the physical
core region taken over by the central stream. Interestingly,
the observed ‘core’ emission is still found to originate from
the lowest altitudes and this is probably why its properties
are sometimes observed to be different from properties of
the outer components.
Similar effects (decrease of r towards the centre of the
profile) are likely responsible for the apparent symmetry
of fluctuation spectra with respect to the centre of pro-
files (Backer 1970; Maan & Deshpande 2014). The origin
of subpulse drift (eg. Weltevrede et al. 2007; Ruderman &
Sutherland 1975), the apparent ‘carousel circulation’ (Desh-
pande & Rankin 2001) and other single-pulse effects cer-
tainly deserve a careful study within the stream model with
azimuthally-structured average emission pattern. The new
type of radio beam may also impact the population studies
(Story et al. 2007) and the multiwavelength lightcurve fit-
ting (Pierbattista et al. 2014; Venter et al. 2012; Romani &
Watters 2010). The elongated beams also provide the flexi-
bility that is needed to interpret profiles of difficult objects
such as the Crab pulsar (Moffett & Hankins 1996) or PSR
B1821−24 (Johnson et al. 2013; Knight et al. 2006).
The azimuthal structure calls for explanation itself.
Results of this paper suggest that more efforts should be
put into the understanding of the azimuthal nonuniformity
of pulsar magnetosphere, instead of the radially-separated
emission rings, which seemed to be justified by the ‘core’-lag
effect, or by the general applicability of the conal classifica-
tion scheme.
The apparent RFM and the centroid shift were provid-
ing considerable support for the conal beammodel. However,
we have shown that these conal interpretations can be suc-
cessfully replaced with the stream-based reasoning. Further-
more the stream model is able to explain even such ‘pecu-
liarities’ as the bifurcated components and double notches,
which makes it a very successfull tool to interpret radio pul-
sar beams.
The evidence for the stream model (or fan-beam
model) is mounting steadily. As recently shown by Wang
et al. (2014) the fan beam model is more successful in re-
producing the observed statistics of profiles’ width and flux
than the conal model. In the upcoming paper (Pierbattista
& Dyks, in preparation) we show that the statistics of com-
ponent locations within the profiles with 4 and 5 components
(Q and M class) is inconsistent with the nested cone model.
Teixeira et al. (2014) show that probably the most sym-
metric example of the Q-type profile (J0631+1036, Zepka
et al. 1996) is best explained by the multiple-stream model,
which avoids several problems of the conal interpretation.
All this development is additionally supported by the re-
cent beam maps of precessing pulsars, including the feebly
constrained but fairly suggestive map of J1906+0746. The
difficulties in reproducing the beam maps of other precess-
ing pulsars with the use of conal beams, are likely caused by
application of inappropriate beam topology.
The stream model is then supported by variety of ar-
guments, it is able to explain several pulsar features, and
avoids several problems of the conal model. With no re-
serve we therefore advance the view that pulsars possess fan
beams emitted by outflowing plasma streams, whereas the
nested cone/core beams may well not exist.
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APPENDIX A: CENTROID SHIFT FOR
ELONGATED SUBBEAMS
In the case of the elongated and broad-band beams there
is little or no apparent RFM, as illustrated in Fig. 3c. Lon-
Figure A1. A system of beams misaligned with respect to the
MM. The fan beams are elongated and spectrally nearly-uniform
(a case with little or no apparent RFM). The horizontal marks the
passage of the line of sight. Unlike in the case of the circular fixed-
ν patterns (cf. Figs. 9 and 10) the lag of the central component
appears for the leftward misalignment of the system.
gitudes of components are then determined by the cross-
section of the sightline path with the azimuth of the fan
beams:
φ = β tanφm (A1)
where β is the impact angle (Fig. 1). In contrast to the
circular case discussed in Sect. 5.1.1 (see eq. 1), the observed
pulse phase is now increasing with φm at a faster-than-linear
rate of tanφm. Therefore, the LS spaces between adjacent
components are larger than the ‘corresponding’ TS spaces,
when the system is rotated leftward (Fig. A1), ie. in the
opposite direction than in Fig. 9.
To calculate the centroid shift, we use the same intra-
system magnetic azimuth Φ as defined in Sect. 5.1.1,
ie. φm = Φ + ǫ, where the misalignment angle ǫ is now
negative. The longitudes of the LS and TS components then
become: φL = β tan(−|ΦL| − |ǫ|) and φT = β tan(ΦT − |ǫ|),
respectively. For a perfectly symmetric beam system |ΦL| =
ΦT = Φ. The location of a pair centroid is
φpair =
φL + φT
2
=
β tan ǫ (1 + tan2 Φ)
1− tan2Φ tan2 ǫ
. (A2)
Note that φpair < 0 since ǫ < 0 for the misalignment shown
in Fig. A1. The central component (‘core’) is located at the
(negative) pulse phase
φctc = β tan ǫ (A3)
and lags the centroid by the pulse phase interval
∆φobs = φpair − φctc =
β tan ǫ tan2Φ(tan2 ǫ+ 1)
1− tan2Φtan2 ǫ
. (A4)
The value of ∆φobs is negative, because |φpair| > |φctc| and
ǫ < 0. In the limit of small |ǫ| (and Φ not too close to 90◦)
the lag is equal to
∆φobs ≈ β tan ǫ tan
2Φ (A5)
For small Φ (inner components located close to the central
one) the centroid’s location stays close to the position φctc
of the central component. For increasing Φ (outer compo-
nents) φpair precedes the central component by a quickly
increasing phase interval. The magnitude of the ‘core’ lag is
then larger for the more peripheric pairs, in agreement with
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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the observations (GG01, GG03). The effect increases with
the misalignment |ǫ| of the beam system (eq. A5).
Thus, for a bunch of similar, elongated beams with a
broadband spectrum, the misalignment shown in Fig. A1
can produce the forward shift of centroids with respect to
the MM. Moreover, the shift is larger for the outer pairs
of components. However, in this case of the weak spectral
variations, the lag should exhibit little or no dependence on
frequency, and there should be no apparent RFM. The sign
of the centroid shift would change (with the centroid follow-
ing the central component) for the opposite misalignment
than that of Fig. A1.
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